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‘Shocked’ cardinal calls
on Scots to pray for Pope

Walker found dead
on Cairngorms
One walker has been found dead after
five companions were airlifted to safety
from Cairngorms.
A search for the party of six from Leeds
was launched on Sunday night, involving
over 100 rescuers, after the group were
reported overdue.
The five surviving walkers located on
a hill near Carn Tarsuinn in the Cairngorms by Braemar Mountain Rescue
Team at about 12:10.

Bulger’s mother to
speak against killer
The mother of murdered toddler James
Bulger is to speak
out at a parole
board hearing in a
bid to stop his killer
being released.
Today marks the
20th anniversary
of James’ death. His mother said: “There
shouldn’t be an anniversary of his death
at all. I’ve still got anger and hatred towards Thomson and Venables.”

RBS Boss receives
£800,000 bonus
RBS boss Stephen Hester is set to rake
in nearly £800,000 in shares despite the
Libor scandal that saw the bank fined
nearly £400 million.
The decision to grant the bonus is likely
to spark renewed controversy over pay
and bonuses awarded to employees of
the largely public owned company.
The bank claims that Mr. Hester should
be entitled to the sum due to the fact
that he has received just one bonus
since joining the company five years
ago.
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CHIEF NEWS REPORTER
Cardinal Keith O’Brien urged
Scottish Catholics to join him in praying for the health of Pope Benedict
XVI, after the pontiff announced he
will resign at the end of the month.
In a shock decision, the 85-year-old
said he was too old to continue at the
head of the Roman Catholic Church
after eight years. He is the first Pope in
nearly 600 years to step down.
The decision is said to have surprised
even his close aides.
He will relinquish the papal office
on February 28 and the process of appointing his successor will then begin.
The Vatican said it expects a new Pope
to be in place before Easter.
Cardinal O’Brien led the tributes to
Pope Benedict’s time in office.
He said: “Like many people throughout the world, I was shocked and sad-

STEPPING DOWN: Pope Benedict XVI shocked even close advisors with decision to relinquish the papacy
dened to hear of the decision by Pope
Benedict XVI to resign.
“I know that his decision will have
been considered most carefully and
that it has come after much prayer and
reflection.
“I will offer my prayers for Pope Benedict and call on the Catholic community of Scotland to join me in praying
for him at this time of deterioration in
his health as he recognises his incapacity to adequately fulfil the ministry entrusted to him.”
Cardinal O’Brien added: “I hope I
will also be able to rely on the prayers
of Catholics across the world for the
Cardinal Electors as we prepare to
travel to Rome in order to participate
in the conclave, which will be convoked to elect a successor as Bishop of
Rome and Supreme Pontiff.”
Elected in 2005 after death of John
Paul II, Pope Benedict was one of the

oldest new popes in history at 78.
He visited Scotland in 2010, travelling through crowd-lined streets in Edinburgh and then conducting mass in
front of an estimated 70,000 in Glasgow’s Bellahouston Park.
Reports said the brother of the German-born Pope admitted the pontiff
had been told by doctors not to travel

‘I will offer my prayers
for Pope Benedict and
call on the Catholic community of Scotland to
join me...’

Cardinal Keith O’Brien

abroad again, and had been considering stepping down for months.

In his statement from the Vatican,
Pope Benedict said: “After having repeatedly examined my conscience before God, I have come to the certainty
that my strengths, due to an advanced
age, are no longer suited to an adequate exercise of the Petrine ministry.
“I am well aware that this ministry,
due to its essential spiritual nature,
must be carried out not only with
words and deeds, but no less with
prayer and suffering.
“However, in today’s world, subject
to so many rapid changes and shaken
by questions of deep relevance for the
life of faith, in order to steer the boat
of Saint Peter and proclaim the Gospel, both strength of mind and body are
necessary, strength which in the last
few months, has deteriorated in me to
the extent that I have had to recognise
my incapacity to adequately fulfil the
ministry entrusted to me.”

Boyzone announce
2 Scottish dates
The Irish boyband
will play a 20th anniversary tour, taking in two Scottish
dates in December.
Ronan and co will
play
Aberdeen’s
AECC on Dec 12 and Glasgow’s new
arena Hydro on Dec15.
Tickets priced £35 will go on sale at 9am
on Thursday 14 February.

Bad weather returns
More snow is forecast in Scotland and
northern England in the next few days.
Yellow weather warnings have been
issued across Scotland with 10cms expected to fall in hilly areas tomorrow.
However, the Met Office claim that the
snow should ease and revert to rain
later in the day, meaning snow in the
lowlands should be temporary.
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Ministers make case
against independence

Waving the flag - UK Government ministers made their case for union ahead of the Scottish Independence Bill being introduced to Holyrood and publication of a White Paper.

COLIN ARMSTRONG
Home Affairs Correspondent

Ministers claimed yesterday that
the devolved Scotland Parliament has
become a trusted from of government
that would be lost under independence.
The comments came as the UK government began to outline its case for the
union ahead of the Scottish independence referendum taking place next year.
UK ministers also published legal opinion suggesting an independent Scotland
would be a regarded as a separate state
under international law.
Experts consulted by the UK government suggested Scotland would become
a new state if there was a ‘yes’ vote for

independence but the remainder of the
UK would be considered the “continuing state” according to international law.
The statement came just a day after the
President of the European Commission,
Jose Manuel Barosso, stated that any
newly independent state would have
to reapply to the European Union for
membership, contradicting statements
previously made by Scottish ministers and First Minister Alex Salmond.
Speaking on Sunday, Prime Minister
David Cameron stated that it was time
that public were discussing the ‘facts’
about the possibility of an independent
Scotland.
The Prime Minister dismissed
claims that Scotland could not prosper as an independent country, he
said: “I know first-hand the contri-

bution Scotland and Scots make to
Britain’s success – so for me there’s
no question about whether Scotland
could be an independent nation.”
He continued to say: “The real question
is whether it should – whether Scotland
is stronger, safer, richer and fairer within our United Kingdom or outside it.”
Cameron stated that staying part of
the union is the best of both worlds
and was critical of the SNP who
he claimed had acted as if Scottish independence was already ‘in
the bag’ ahead of the referendum.
The Prime Minister stated: “Our United Kingdom is four nations united for
the common good of all its citizens.
With its own Scottish government
and Parliament within the UK, Scots
can take important decisions affect-

ing their daily lives. Scots can take
all of these decisions and more to
meet the specific needs of Scotland
– and they can do so without losing
the benefits of being part of the UK.”
The UK government’s first analysis paper is to be published on the
same day as an economic framework for an independent Scotland,
following work by the First Minister’s council of economic advisers.
Scottish Secretary Michael Moore
has also been vocal in his support
of the union stating that the Scottish government had become too
caught up in the “process” of the vote.
The Scottish secretary said as part of
the union companies in Scotland could
grow under a large, single market with
no trade barriers or restrictions.

In what will be the first in a series of papers on the issue, Mr Moore will outline
the UK argument along with Advocate
General Lord Wallace - a former Scottish Deputy First Minister - and Scotland Office minister David Mundell.
The Prime Minister is calling for expertbased analysis to explain Scotland’s
place within the UK and how it might
change with separation from the UK.
The Scottish government is publishing a White Paper outlining
the substantive case for independence towards the end of the year.
A bill setting out the terms of the autumn 2014 referendum, including the
precise date and other important details, is expected to be introduced to the
Scottish Parliament at Holyrood within
a few months in preperation.

First Minister’s renewable Sturgeon announces
energy targets branded
Commonwealth cash
‘politically unachievable’ boost for transport

A GROUP of energy specialists
have claimed that Scotland would
not be able to afford its ambitious
aims for renewable energy as an independent country without the continuation of UK government subsidy.
The team of five academics from four
of the UK’s leading universities published a report this week in Political
Quarterly that stated despite leading
the way in its ambition for renewable
energy, without subsidies paid by electricity consumers in the rest of the UK,
Scottish government targets would be
‘politically unachievable’.

The group led by Dr David Toke of
the University of Birmingham, argued
that an independent Scotland would
need billions to afford the offshore
windfarms, wave and tidal devices on
its own after losing significant financial
support from consumers across the UK.
The report, ‘Delivering Renewable
Energy Under Devolution’ stated that
‘Gaining greater control over energy
policy is likely to be an inferior option
[for Scotland] as far as getting renewables funded is concerned, in comparison
with the prospect of achieving a scheme
organised by Westminster in which

the costs are shared across the UK’.
The report, funded by the UK Economic and Social Research Council, follows
warnings from the US bank Citigroup
and Perth-based electricity giant SSE,
which owns a significant chunk of the
UK’s renewables sector, that uncertainty over the impact of independence
has undermined investor confidence.
Paul Younger, professor of energy engineering at the University of Glasgow, said
wind turbines tend to generate the most
electricity at night when demand is low.
He predicted a separate Scotland
would have little choice but to sell its
excess energy generated at these times
to England at “knock down prices”.
But Scotland may suffer power shortages during the day when turbines
are least active, forcing it to buy
nuclear-generated electricity from
south of the Border “at top price”.
A Scottish Government spokeswoman
said: “Scotland has some of the greatest renewable energy sources not just in
these islands but across Europe.”
The developments have put pressure on First Minister Alex Salmond and the goal of meeting 100%
of Scotland’s electricity demand
from renewable energy by 2020,
to make that aim more affordable.

The Scottish government has pledged
an extra £1 million to upgrade railway stations ahead of the 2014 Commonwealth Games in Glasgow.
Glasgow Queen Street, Charing Cross
and High Street will all benefit from the
investment, which will double the programme of improvements planned for
20 stations across the Strathclyde area.
Deputy First Minister Nicola Sturgeon, during a visit to Glasgow Queen
Street station yesterday, said: “Almost 20 million commuters already
use these three key Glasgow’s stations every year – this investment

will deliver a £2 transformation of
these, and other, stations, boosting
capacity and improving accessibility.
“The 2014 Games will be a huge
event, attracting visitors from across
the world, and these stations will
be gateways to Glasgow as well
as the Commonwealth Games.”
ScotRail’s managing director Steve
Mongomery said the sports extravaganza will pose “major logistical problems” but every attempt would be made
to make sure extra train services would
meet demand and disruptions to services would be minimal.
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Woman in court after dog attack

A 51-YEAR-OLD woman appeared in
Glasgow Sherriff Court yesterday in
connection with a dog attack on a Glasgow toddler.
18-month-old Millie McCue was
mauled by her grandfather’s Staffordshire bull terrier at her home in Springburn late on Friday night.
Police called to the scene said the girl

sustained “serious facial injuries”.
Millie was then rushed to the Royal
Hospital for Sick Children,Yorkhill,
where doctors battled to save her eyesight.
She is said to be in a serious but stable condition. The dog involved in the
attack has since been seized by Strathclyde Police along with one other of the

same breed. A neighbour of the family
said: “I feel for the family. It’s really
upsetting thinking about it.”
Veronica Lynch’s 11-year-old daughter Kellie was attacked by two Rottweilers in Dunoon in 1989, leading her
to campaign for tougher laws on dangerous dogs.
Ms Lynch, 60, said: “It’s diabolical

that all these years on, and after all the
attacks we’ve seen, we’re still getting
attacks like these.
“The government need to take action
to ensure anyone owning a powerful
dog is required by law to attend education and discipline classes so they know
exactly what their animal is capable
of.”

House prices ‘unrealistic’
LESLEY ROY

NEWS CORRESPONDENT
DETACHED homes up for sale in Scotland
are being overvalued, according to internet
property giant S1 Homes.
Their report said the average offer for larger
homes was 20% below the asking price, in
the three months to December last year.
Flats, semi-detached and terraced house
generally attracted offers over the asking
price during the same period.
However, the average home on the Scottish
property market is going for 6% less than its
asking price.
Mark Smith, managing director of S1homes,
said: “The picture of the market as a whole
is still being affected by detached properties
being priced at unrealistic levels leading to a
significant reality gap. Selling prices are falling in the majority of areas and asking prices
aren’t being reduced enough to close the gap.
“I think what this shows is the market has
been much quicker to adjust at the lower end,
while the market at the higher end is particularly entrenched with almost no change at all
in the very substantial reality gap over the
past 12 months.”
Chief executive of Glasgow Solicitors Property Centre, Mark Hordern, said he was surprised by the data but the market for larger
homes has been tough in past few months.
He said: “There is a growing sense of realism about property prices. Our experience at
the moment is home owners are pricing their
homes realistically to sell rather than being
unrealistically optimistic.
“The activity at the top end of the market
has been very slow, so the results from S1
Homes may reflect more difficult conditions
for larger properties.”

OVER-VALUED: S1 report says larger homes sold for 20% less than asking price on average last year.

A fifth of cancer patients go without help
AROUND one fifth of Scotland’s cancer patients receive no support from
friends and family whilst undergoing
treatment, according to a report by a
leading cancer charity.
Macmillan Cancer Support estimates
that around 1200 people across the
country will face cancer alone each
year.
The charity surveyed over 1700 cancer patients and found that relatives
and friends living too far away, having

No hit,
just a
miss for
asteroid
AN ASTEROID big enough to destroy
Glasgow will fly past the Earth on Friday evening.
Scientists say the space rock will stay
17,200 miles away from the blue planet
but might cause problems for our mobile phones if it hits an orbiting satellite.
Despite its distance from Earth the
asteroid will be visible as a tiny dot of
light in the sky.
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other commitments or sufferers simply
having no-one to turn to are the main
reasons lack support.
Their report, Facing the Fight Alone,
also revealed that 12% of those surveyed had not received a single visit
from friends in more than six months.
Macmillan Scotland said no-one
should have to face the illness on their
own.
Organisations are urging those who
need support to come forward as they

do not suffer in silence.
Cancer charity Maggie’s,whose centres across the country help thousands
of those affected, said their door is always open.
A Maggie’s spokesman said: “Cancer is a difficult time for everyone –
the person diagnosed, their friends and
families.
“Often people find it hard to understand what the person with cancer is
going through and are unsure how they

can help, all while dealing with their
own fear, while sometimes the person
with cancer hides their emotions to
protect those they love.
“This can all lead to the person with
cancer feeling isolated and alone and
which is why Maggie’s offers emotional, social and practical support to
people with cancer, their friends and
families.”

Second
Gaelic
school to
open in
Glasgow
AMY DUNSMUIR

EDUCATION CORRESPONDENT
A NEW £800,000 Gaelic school is
to open in Pollokshields to meet the
growing demand for bilingual education. The facility will be the second to
be opened in Glasgow as part of a five
year plan to invigorate and increase the
popularity of the language.
Work on the new building, which will
hold up to 200 pupils, is expected to
start in September with a completion
date in early 2015.
Backing for the school has come from
the Scottish government who is funding
the entire project.
Minister for Learning Alastair Allan said: “The continued increase in
demand for Gaelic medium education
in Glasgow clearly demonstrates that
parents are not only recognising the
impressive learning benefits that come
with a bilingual education, but that we
are securing a sustainable and vibrant
future for the language in future generations.
“I am delighted to announce this latest funding and look forward to work
beginning on the school to create an
environment that will inspire pupils
and school staff throughout their time
there.”
Glasgow City Council’s executive
member for education, Stephen Curran,
has welcomed the backing from Holyrood. He said: “The new school will
help provide progression for teachers in
Gaelic medium education by extending
their prospects in the city and alleviate
the pressure on the Woodside campus”
According to the 2001 census fewer
than 2% of the Scottish population are
able to speak Gaelic, with only 1% of
young people learning the language.

Camper dead
THE BODY of a man who went missing while on a camping trip with his father in Argyll has been found.
Michael Pringle, 25, a fisherman from
Kilmarnock, was last seen walking
along the A85 over a week ago.
He and his father had visited a pub
near Oban and were separated on return
to their campsite.
Police divers discovered his body on
Saturday afternoon from the River Orchy, between Kilchurn Castle and the
village of Loch Awe.
A police spokesman said there appeared to be no suspicious circumstances.
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Social media Barrel of Laffs!
spies: is this This column contains 100% horse
the next step?
of civil liberties,” he said.
“It won’t be the first time
that the state has been keeping tags on people which it
ought not to do.”
The new software is not
stopped by making a social
media profile private, and
while not sold, Raytheon
admitted they had shared
the technology with the US
Government – a development
that concerns Dr Chalmers.
He added: “There’s a level
of cynicism from some of
the people who run social
media. Essentially vigilance
is needed.
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They know where you live.
Where you go. What you look
like. And when.
That is what this week’s
expose of software used to
track people’s movements
revealed. The programme
predicts where a person will
be, down to the hour – using nothing more than social
media.
And for several commentators and academics – including ethics and social media
lecturer at Glasgow Caledonian Univerity, Dr Douglas
Chalmers – that is a concern.
A video of defence firm
‘In the hands of
Raytheon’s Rapid Informa- the wrong people
tion Overlay Technology
clearly this could
computer system – RIOT
for short – was published
be very dangerous’
online by a national paper.
Dr Douglas Chalmers
It showed software capable
of tracking movements and
“I think there needs to be
predicting future behaviour,
more
information on how to
building a picture of somekeep
your
settings private,
one’s life in seconds.
but
there
also
needs to be an
According to the accomopen discussion about what
panying tutorial from Brian
is legitimate for a governUrch, the firm’s principal inment to hold or for any other
vestigator, the software also
organisation to hold about
uses information embedded
you at any time.
into photographs by smart“I don’t think [governphones to pick up locations.
ments]
should be allowed to
Yet while Raytheon ingo
very
far quite frankly. I’m
sisted they had not sold the
a great believer in freedom
software to anyone, there is
concern that the concept goes of information or perhaps if
too far. Dr Chalmers said the they were to go far that all
information should be accestechnology in the video was
sible.
worrying.
“You should have the right
“In the hands of the wrong
to
find out exactly who is
people clearly this could be a
keeping
tags on you.”
very dangerous infringement

We asked these Glasgow students:
how much info do you put online?
David McBain, 20
“I just use it really when I go out; it’s a
completely social thing. There’s quite a lot
of information about me online, even if I
wouldn’t say it’s completely professional.
I’m not worried though. I put it all on there
so I know what can be accessed.”

Danielle Stewart, 23
“I don’t put on very much, I like to be
private about it. It’s just my family and
close friends who can see my profile.
There’s not much. I’ve been pretty careful
because I’ve heard that it affects the jobs
you get and what people think of you.”

Elliot Busby, 21
“I probably haven’t made a status update
on Facebook since September. Every time
I sign on I just get annoyed by it. It’s just
a forum for people to moan and think they
are funny. All my details are filled in but
my page is private, only for my friends.”

Look on Twitter, on Facebook
and in many newspapers and
you’ll find some sort of horse
related gag. Well “nay mare” I
say. I’m having the last joke, no
more horseplay.
There’s a serious side to horse
meat being found in frozen lasagnes, but you wouldn’t think it by
the jokes. It shouldn’t matter that
horsemeat happens to be a suitable edible alternative - what’s
being sold should match what’s
on the label.
Not only is our relationship to
food wrong, our current eating
habits are unsustainable. Should
we need the Food Standards
Agency to tell us that a processed

frozen meal might not contain all
the ingredients it says it does or
that its meat content is highly diluted with sawdust-type rubbish?
Our food system is broken and
I fear this may only be the tip of
the iceberg. If a lasagne says it
contains beef, but then is shown
to have another animal product,
then there’s no way of knowing how that animal was reared,
transported and then slaughtered.
We have a black market infiltrating our food chain I’m sure there
are more horrifying stories of our
food content to come. It’s no joke
and it’s time we started to care
about what we eat and where it
comes from.production seriously.

BAFTA Ben strikes again!
Well done Ben Affleck, not only
did Argo, his film depicting the
1979 Iranian hostage crisis, win
best feature, he also picked up the
best director award. Finally he’s
found something he’s good at!
I haven’t seen Argo, but I’ll make
sure I do after its recent success.
I’ll be honest, the thought of a film
directed, produced and starring

Ben Affleck was enough to turn
me off.
Some of us still haven’t forgotten his performance as a blind
superhero or his battle with Josh
Hartnett to win the heart of the indecisive Kate Beckinsale in Pearl
Harbour. If you really want to see
Ben at his very worst, then you
must watch Gigli. Gigli tells the

Wahlberg drunk on
Graham Norton show
Actor Mark Wahlberg made one
of the most memorable appearances on the Graham Norton
Show at the weekend, not that
he’ll remember any of it.
The star of Ted and Boogie
Nights first seemed talkative later
confessing over-indulging in
wine in the green room.
Wahlberg played with his nipples for parts of the interview
and took part in bizarre fake
kisses with fellow interviewee,
comedian Sarah Silverman. Poor
Michael Fassbender sounded like
he had something interesting to
say, but couldn’t get a word in
edgeways.
To be fair, he wasn’t the only celebrity to give a weird interview
this weekend. Bruce Willis on
the One Show was very weird. At
least Wahlberg had an excuse.
violent tale of how a criminal lesbian, a kind-hearted hit-man and a
mentally disabled guy come to be
best friends through a hostage. Yes
really. It’s surprising Affleck had
the brass neck to go back to the
hostage genre.
Well done to him though, and
well done to Brave, Disney’s animation set in Scotland.
sean@caledonianchronical.com
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Brit success on
Bafta night...but
the weather was
Les Miserables
MARELLE WILSON

ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER

THE bad weather didn’t
dampen spirits at the Baftas
ceremony on Sunday night.
Brits reigned supreme at the
glittering star studded event
in London, which saw home
grown talent racking up the
awards.Bond epic Skyfall was
given top honours winning the
gong for Outstanding British
Film and Best Original Music.
But star Daniel Craig was

SMILES ALL ROUND: Anne Hathway scooped the award for Best Supporting Actress and
Daniel Craig’s Skyfall won the gong for Outstanding British Film with Best Original Music

unable to break the infamous
“Bond curse” and missed out
on a nomination, despite what
director Sam Mendes described
as “an incredible performance.”
British star Helen Mirren was
nominated for Best Actress for
her performance in Hitchcock,
but narrowly missed out to Emmanuelle Riva for French film
Amour.
Disney’s Scottish-set epic
Brave scooped the award for
Best Animated Film. The fairy-

tale sees entertainers Billy Connolly and Kelly McDonald lend
their voices.
Brit film Les Miserables was
another winner, with Anne
Hathaway picking up the award
for Best Supporting Actress for
her role as Fantine in the musical masterpiece.
The success for British cinema
at the Baftas has wet the appetite for success at the final furore at the climax of the award
season, next week’s Oscars.

Los Angeles. The indie
folk band won the prize for
their multi million selling
second album Babel.“We
figured we weren’t going
to win anything because

The Black Keys have been
sweeping up all day, and
deservedly so,” said lead
singer Marcus Mumford,
collecting the award from
Brit singer Adele.

British band Mumford and Sons
scoop top gong at Grammy awards
There was more Brit success at the Grammy awards
on Sunday night, with
indie group Mumford and
Sons scooping the award
for Album of the Year in
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My thrifty
Valentine...
...ideas to suit
every budget this
14th of February

HEPBURN: cinema loving couples will enjoy a classic screening at the Grosvenor

Love is in the air this week and there’s plenty going on in Glasgow for romantic couples looking to celebrate on any budget. If you want to…
…break the bank
Glasgow’s Cottiers theatre is playing host to a production of Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream from 12 to 16 February. Tickets are available for £13.50, or if you
want to splash out tickets and dinner bookings including a champagne reception and
canapés on arrival are available for £40 per head.
…stretch the purse strings
For vintage film lovers, the West End’s Grosvenor cinema is screening Audrey Hepburn classic Breakfast at Tiffanys. The iconic 1960s film is a must see for romantics at
heart, Dinner, drinks at cinema tickets are £26 per person. Screenings are 6.30pm and
9pm. Call 0845 166 6002 to book.
…have a thrifty Valentines
If you’re on a budget this Valentines then why not have a romantic meal in? Marks and
Spencers gourmet dine in for two menu features a selection of sumptuous dishes over
four courses including a bottle of wine and chocolates, all for only £20.
And for the singletons out there….
Take Me Out is coming to Glasgow! Glasgow University’s Queen Margaret Union
is being transformed for one night only on Valentines Day into the set of the hilarious
dating show, made famous by comedian Paddy McGuinness’ catchphrase “no likey, no
lighty!” Entry is £2 and all profits will go to the Yorkhill Children’s Foundation.

What’s on in Glasgow?

a round up of what’s happening
out and about in the city this week
CINEMA
If you’re not in the mood for
Valentines celebrations, there’s
plenty to keep movie buffs
entertained at the cinema this
week.
A Good Day to Die Hard
(12A)
The fifth instalment in action thriller series Die Hard is
released on Thursday. A Good
Day To Die Hard sees hunky
Bruce Willis return to our
screen as gun-toting action hero
John McLean who travels to
Moscow to help his son John Jr,
aka Jack, and becomes caught
up in a terrorist plot. A must
see for fans of the franchise and
thrill seekers.
Beautiful Creatures (12A)
For the younger audience, teen fantasy flick Beautiful Creatures is in cinemas on Wednesday. The film stars up and coming actress Alice Englert as young witch Lena Duchannes in
this modern day Romeo and Juliet tale of romance and magic.
Go see if you loved Twilight and The Hunger Games.
Sammy’s Great Escape (U)
To keep the kids entertained this weekend, 3D animated feature Sammy’s Great Escape is out on Friday. The sequel to A
Turtle’s Tale: Sammy’s Adventures is a sea life adventure for
all ages.
Scottish band Glasvegas have
announced they will be playing
a charity gig at Glasgow’s King
Tut’s Wah Wah Hut on March
27. Writing on the band’s official Facebook page, guitarist
Rab Allan said: “I’m really
excited to announce that we are
playing a one off charity gig
in King Tut’s Wah Wah Hut in
Glasgow for the Daily Record
for the Daily Record on the
27th of March. The last time we
played was the 18th of March
2007, so it’s amazing to be
playing here again.”

Fun Junkies – The Stand, 13 February
From the creators of the critically acclaimed sketch group,
‘HOW DO I GET UP THERE?’ Comes a truly unique night of
comedy. The Fun Junkies showcase the most diverse, obscure
and madcap offerings from the comedy spectrum. Featuring
stand up Comedians, variety acts, magicians, sketch groups
and musical comedy, there is definitely something for everyone
in this weird and wonderful show. Tickets £5.
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BUSINESS

Minister ‘unclear’ over
horsemeat in schools
ALASTAIR BRIAN

BUSINESS CORRESPONDENT
A Scottish minster has said he cannot confirm
whether horsemeat was served in schools and
hospitals.
Speaking to BBC Radio Scotland, Environment
Minister Richard Lochhead said tests would be
carried out this week to find out if products containing horse had been used in meals provided by
the public sector in Scotland.
He said: “I can’t guarantee anything and that it
why these tests are being carried out.
“In terms public sector supply to schools, hospitals and prisons a lot of the inspection over the
last week or so and taking place we are looking at
the suppliers of catering contracts and other public sector bodies, so hopefully we will have those
answers in the next few days.”
The scandal has grown over the past few weeks
after several manufacturers were forced to admit
that a number of supermarkets had been supplied
with “beef” products which contained horsemeat.
Inspectors found products containing nearly
100% horsemeat and many retailers have had to
pull items off the shelves.
Food Standards Agency Scotland has given reassurances that there is no danger to the public
from the contaminated products. A spokesperson
said: “There is no reason to suspect that there’s
any health issue with frozen food in general, and
we wouldn’t advise people to stop eating it.
“But anyone who has the contaminated items in
their freezer should return them to retailers as a
precaution.
“In addition to the widespread testing we are
doing, we’ve instructed the industry to urgently
carry out its own tests on processed beef products
to see whether horsemeat is present.”
Mr Lochhead is due to meet with the National
Farmers Union at their AGM in St. Andrews today. Farmers have voiced concerns that the issue
may damage the integrity of the Scottish farming

New Trump course

Donald Trump has submitted an application
for a second golf course at his resort in
Aberdeenshire.
Detailed plans have been received by
Aberdeenshire Council for an 18-hole course
to the south of the existing course, named after
the tycoon’s Scottish-born mother.
Mr Trump said: “The unprecedented
demand to play our championship course has
accelerated our plans.”

Fishing museum boost
The Scottish Fisheries Museum in Fife will
receive £75,000 as part of a £50 million
investment government in cultural attractions.
Culture Secretary Fiona Hislop said: “The
Scottish Fisheries Museum is tremendously
important to our nation and tells the story of
our industrial past.
“It is vital this collection is preserved for
future generations to learn about and enjoy.”

Ryder Cup contracts

contaminated: A number of products have been found to contain horse meat
industry, and that people may turn against Scotch
beef. Mr Lochhead has said he hopes the opposite
will happen.
In a statement, NFU President Peter Kendall
said: “Our members are rightly angry and concerned with the recent developments relating to
contaminated processed meat products. The contamination took place post farm gate which farmers have no control over.
“We are concerned about the ramifications for
the industry as a whole which is why we are
meeting with retailers, food service companies,

processors, as well as the FSA and Defra, to establish the facts and seek reassurance that the integrity of British food is maintained.
“This has never been a farming issue but it is
certainly an issue that farmers will be taking extremely seriously. The NFU is working with the
industry to uphold the reputation of British farmers who are committed to producing world class
raw ingredients in to the supply chain.”
The source of the horsemeat is still to be determined, but suppliers in Romania have been suggested as the potential cause. Prime Minister Vic-

Scotland ‘should keep Sterling’
An independent economic report has recommended that an independent Scotland should
keep the sterling currency.

The panel of experts, assembled by the
Scottish government, has also said Scotland
would have negotiate a formal deal with the
rest of the United Kingdom to use the currency, and how much it could tax and spend.
It suggested Scotland should have a shareholding, based on its population percentage
of the UK, and that staying with the UK currency would make the Sterling currency zone
less vulnerable to the economic problems
which have affected the Eurozone.
Set up in March 2012 and chaired by former
Scottish Enterprise Chief Crawford Beverage, the Fiscal Commission Working Group
(FCWG) was tasked with developing an
economic framework in the lead up the refer-
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endum in autumn 2014.
The report also urges the government not to
rely on projections about the income gained
by Scottish oil, and warns there should be
contingency plans in place if oil does not
provide the finance predicted.
Commenting on the report, Mr Beverage
said: “Scotland has the clear potential to be
a successful independent nation. A macro-

economic framework that is based upon fiscal
discipline and financial stability is an important pre-requisite for prosperity, fairness,
economic opportunity and security.”
As well as Mr Beveridge, who also chaired
an independent commission for the Scottish government into public spending, the
group includes two winners of the Nobel
economics prize, Joseph Stiglitz and Sir Jim
Mirrlees, economist Andrew Hughes-Hallett
and Frances Ruane, an Irish expert in public
finance.
Finance Secretary John Swinney said: “This
incredibly detailed paper is one of the most
thorough assessments of Scotland’s economic position, challenges and opportunities
and provides an important contribution to
the debate on Scotland’s constitutional and
economic future.”

Contracts for the 2014 Ryder Cup in
Gleneagles have been made available on the
Scottish government’s procurement website.
Organisers say the hope 5000 people will be
involved in supplying goods and services to the
golfing event.
Ryder Cup Match Director Edward Kitson
said: “The direct contracts we will offer and the
associated benefits through the supply chain
will provide a boost to businesses across the
country.”
The joint initiative between the Ryder Cup
and Scottish government is the first time that
private contracts will be available through a
public sector portal.

Business optimism down
UK business confidence has hit its lowest level
in 21 years, according to a survey of optimism
in business performance.
Experts behind the study say it suggests the
economy will struggle in the first quarter of
the year.
The study, known as the Optimism Index, fell
to 88.9 in January, well below the score of 95
needed to indicate growth.

Economic momentum
The Scottish economy gained momentum at
the start of 2013, according to a survey of
purchasing managers.
The Purchasing Managers Index report said
improvements in business conditions led to
more jobs being created by Scottish firms in
January.
The growth was in line with general expansion
across the United Kingdom, and is mostly
centred in the service sector.
However, the report said the overall rate of net
job creation was still modest and slower than
the UK average.
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Glasgow Caledonian economic boost
An independent study claims
Glasgow Caledonian University
boosts the Scottish economy by
as much as £444 million.

The research also found the
university supports around 10,000
job, and 4,450 in the City of
Glasgow.
Principal and Vice Chancellor
Professor Pamela Gillies said: “I
am delighted with the findings
of this Biggar Economics report.
Against a backdrop of ongoing financial challenges, we
have managed to increase the
contribution the University makes
to the Scottish economy.”

“The University provides a
pathway into education and
employment to young people
living in deprived areas as shown
by the fact that almost a third of
students come from the 40% most
deprived areas in Scotland and
GCU’s record for taking students
from these areas is significantly
better than the Scottish average.”
Other findings in the report
included nearly one in three
students undertaking voluntary
work and international students
adding a further £34 million to the
Scottish economy over the past
year.
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Craig Gordon
retires from
football at 30
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Scotland feeling
positive after win
CALLUM CARSON
CHIEF RUGBY WRITER

FORMER Scotland goalkeeper Craig
Gordon has confirmed that he will not
play again this season due to chronic knee
problems.
The 30-year-old was a surprise addition
to the Dumbarton coaching staff at the
weekend but the ex-Hearts and Sunderland
stopper has confessed that his career could
be over.
Gordon, who has 40 caps for his country,
underwent knee surgery to repair his ACL
and knee tendon in April 2011 but has
struggled to return to fitness.
He won the Scottish Cup with Hearts
in 2006 before moving a year later to
Sunderland for £9 million, which at the
time was the highest fee ever paid for a
Scottish footballer.

Valencia ready
for PSG clash

In tonight’s other Champions League
clash, Valencia will take on free spending
Paris Saint Gerrmain at the Mestalla, but
marquee new signing David Beckham will
not feature for the Parisians.
The 37 year old has yet to train with his
new club, and he will be joined on the
sidelines by influential pair Thiago Silva
and Thiago Motta.
PSG are coming into the game full of
confidence thanks to a 12 game unbeaten
run, while the Spaniards defeated Celta
Vigo 1-0 thanks to a Nelson Valdez goal
deep into injury time.

Division One
set for derby

Cowdenbeath will be hoping to
continue their winning ways tonight as
they take on Fife rivals Dunfermline
Athletic at Central Park.
Colin Cameron’s men won for the first
time in 17 league games on Saturday with
an emphatic 4-1 victory over Falkirk.
A win tonight could see the Blue Brazil
climb six points clear of Airdrie United
at the bottom of the First Division, while
Dunfermline will be looking to kick-start
their sputtering promotion bid.
The bottom two teams in the Third
Division face-off tonight as Stirling
Albion host East Stirling. The Binos will
be hoping to climb off the foot of the table
with a second successive win, having
come from behind to defeat Montrose 3-1
at the weekend.
East Stirling conceded four goals in nine
minutes to lose 4-2 at home to Peterhead,
but will be hoping for a repeat of their 3-1
victory over Albion in September.

Scotland will be hoping to take
a further step forward after finally
breaking their Murrayfield jinx on
Saturday.
The Scots ran out impressive 34-10
winners against Italy to record their
first home win for nearly eighteen
months, despite the Italians dominating possession.
The result meant that Scotland
climbed to tenth place in the international rankings, overtaking Italy
and Tonga. The 24 point margin of
victory was also Scotland’s largest
win in the history of the Six Nations.
Jim Dunsmuir of the Scottish
Rugby Supporters Club feels that
the team can kick on and record a
second consecutive Six Nation victory when they face Ireland in a
fortnight.
“We’ve been used to seeing lots of
effort and no end product so it was
great to see us finally score some
points and get a long overdue win.
Italy were coming off a great result
against France, so it was certainly
no easy game but we ran out deserved winners. There’s absolutely
no doubt about that.”
“Hopefully that performance will
give the guys some confidence and
they can finally put in a string of
good results.”
The win over Italy was highlighted
by a magnificent 80 yard run and
score from Stuart Hogg and interim
head coach Johnson said that his

try: Stuart Hogg’s solo effort was the highlight for Scotland in their 34-10 victory over Italy
side is always capable of such play.
“The beauty of the side is we can
punish teams when they falter because we can go the length of the
full length, we’ve shown that in the
last two weeks against quality opposition.”
“We’re back in this tournament. In-

stead of worrying about the woes of
last week we can worry about winning the tournament.”
Speedy Try-scorer Stuart Hogg
said 3.81secs over 30 metres was
his best time, adding: “It’s good to
get to show everyone how quick you
are, and better me than Visser!”

But Hogg gave credit for victory to
the forward pack.
“It goes to the boys up front because the scrum and the lineout
were outstanding,” he said. “I think
the Italians came over with a massive pack thinking they’d dominate
us, and they did nothing of the sort.
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Brown insists crowd
can lead team to win
CALLUM CARSON
CHIEF SPORTS WRITER

Scott Brown has called on the Parkhead crowd
to be the difference maker as Celtic take on Juventus in the last 16 of the Champions League tonight.
The captain said: “The lads are really looking
forward to it and it should be good fun. The fans
will be the twelfth man. They’ve been great so far
in the Champions League and hopefully we can
repay them.
“Juventus play at a slower pace than we do, but
they have great players and Pirlo is a guy that can
create something from nothing. I think he’s one
of the greats. He’s getting a wee bit older now, so
hopefully we can catch him, but his ability and distribution is second to none.
“We’ll have to brave on the ball and take our
chances when they come, because at this level
they are few and far between.”
The Hoops will welcome back Fraser Forster
ahead of tonight’s tie after the goalkeeper made
his return in Saturday’s victory over Inverness
Caledonian Thistle, following several games out
with a neck injury.
Georgios Samaras is struggling to be fit for the
match, but winger James Forrest and left-back
Emilio Izaguirre will make the squad.
Defender Efe Ambrose, however, may miss the
game after playing in the African Cup of Nations
final on Sunday night.
His Nigeria side emerged victorious after Sunday
Mba’s well taken goal was enough to dispose of
Burkina Faso.
The defender played the full match and faced an
11-hour flight back to Scotland afterwards, but
Brown was confident that the he will be able to put
in a shift if required.
Juventus have also been affected by the competition with Ghanaian wing-back Kwadwo Asamoah
also enduring a long-haul flight.
Defender Giorgio Chiellini continues to miss out
with injury but with the likes of Gianluigi Buffon,
Arturo Vidal and Andrea Pirlo to call upon, Juventus will prove to be formidable opposition for Neil
Lennon’s side.
The Celts have lost just once in nine games at
Parkhead against Italian opposition and famously
defeated Juventus 4-3 in 2001.
Both sides currently sit at the top of their domestic leagues, with the Hoops winning 12 of their last
13 matches and in fine scoring form, having netted
at least three times in their past five games.
The Bianconeri won 2-0 at home to Fiorentina at

GETTING PREPPED: Celtic’s squad at training yesterday ahead of tonight’s Champions League last 16 tie against Juventus at Parkhead.
the weekend thanks to goals from Mirko Vucinic
and Alessandro Matri.
Celtic manager Neil Lennon insisted his team can
spring another surprise in the competition.
He said: “Anything can happen. We go in as
underdogs but it’s over two games and we’re prepared to play hard football over 180 minutes.”

“It would be dangerous to underestimate us.
We’ve proved already this season we’re a match
for anyone.”
Lennon added: “We’re all looking forward to the
challenge that lies ahead. This has been one of my
biggest achievements.
“It’s almost here and we’re ready.”

Sport in
a minute

Rugby Union : Bath hooker Lee
Mears, capped 42 times for England,
has been forced to retire after an
abnormality was detected during a
heart scan.
Rugby League : Wales Rugby
League general manager Mark Rowley has resigned after five years in
charge and will leave his post at the
end of the week.
Athletics : Former UK Athletics
boss Simon Nathan has been named
as performance director of Athletics
Australia.
Skiiing : Austrian Romed Bauman
has taken the lead after the downhill
stage of the super-combined at the
World Championships.
Cricket : West Indies defeated New
Zealand by 48 runs in the Women’s
Cricket World Cup. That result means
England will qualify for the final if
they defeat New Zealand and the West
Indies lose to Australia tomorrow.

